
1 - IRONS AND BRUSHES - SB and FR series 

A new and revolutionary range of steam brushes and professional irons. 
Several models of professional ironing systems and many suitable irons for every customer's need. 
AEOLUS is pleased to present revolutionary products for a quick and maneuverable vertical ironing: 
STEAMY and STEAMY PLUS steam brushes and AGILE STEAM and AGILE DRY are the lightest professional 
irons in the world. 
These products are part of a successful irons line, which has been on top of the market for over 40 years. 

2 - IRONS WITH BOILER - GV and AV series 

Forefront technological solutions and the best components represent the strength of our ironing systems (for 
domestic, semi-professional and specialized professional use). 
Our professional products are manufactured with a stainless-steel shell and a copper boiler with external anti-
scale heating element. These features give the best answer for demanding customers who require highly 
performing systems, products durability, reduction of waiting times for steam production, anti-scale efficiency 
and practical energy saving for daily use. 
The use of qualitatively exclusive dry steam, such as the one used in professional laundries, not only allows an 
immediate and perfect ironing even on the most stubborn garment, but also prevents residual dampness in 
treated clothes: to iron with the least effort and the highest quality and speed is the aim to reach. All our 
ironing systems have an electric iron with steam barrier (also able to perform vertically) double switches for 
eventual dry use and indicator lights for “steam ready” and “end of water”. A simple maintenance makes them 
last forever. 
The main advantages of AEOLUS ironing systems are: 
1) Powerful dry steam production. 
2) Energy saving copper boiler for 40% of power savings compared to conventional ironing systems. 
3) External anti-scale heating elements for a complete water vaporization, longer steam production times and 
boiler durability. 
4) Semi-continuous or automatic refilling for a fast steam production. 
5) Indestructible stainless-steel shell. 

3 - INDUSTRIAL STEAM GENERATORS - GVL series 

Compact industrial steam generators equipped with automatic refilling of the boiler through a water pump 
and a floating level controller. 
Generators from 7 to 33 liters and steam production from 6,2 kg/h to 49 kg/h 

4 - IRONING BOARDS and TABLES 

AEOLUS is the only company in the world offering such a wide variety of domestic, semi-professional, 
professional and industrial ironing boards and tables. 
Products are conceived in every detail according to the respect of AEOLUS quality essential features: ease of 
use, durability over time and high performances. 
The research for product optimization is always constant. 
 
4a - Home and semi-professional ironing boards _ AT series 
4b - Professional ironing boards_ AS series 
4c - Professional ironing tables_ TS series 

 



4a - IRONING BOARDS - AT series 

The ironing boards of AT series are manufactured in chromium-plated metal with high transpiration work 
surface thanks to the presence of a particular steel mesh. A special anti-rust cataphoresis treatment makes 
the work surface strengthened against corrosion, resistant to the high temperature of the iron plate, and 
therefore unalterable in time. 
The wide chromium-plated support tubes, up to 40 mm in diameter, give an excellent stability but at the same 
time they are light, practical to fold up and easy to move. Each board is equipped with a strong boiler base, a 
wide base for linen, a cover with high fluency lining and adjustable height in 7/8 positions. The excellent 
quality of the ironed garments is obtained thanks to a heated work surface with a thermostat and an engine 
for vacuuming and blowing, present in some models. 

4b - IRONING BOARDS - AS series 

The ironing boards of AS series have a heated work surface with automatic temperature control provided by a 
thermostat (min. 30°C- max. 90°C) and a powerful vacuuming engine. 
These functions allow to soften the fibers, to reduce the steam condensation and to hold the fabric still for a 
better faster and more comfortable ironing. Some models have a second powerful blowing engine able to 
create a warm air cushion to revive wool fibers, give thickness and softness to light fabrics and treat velvet 
and dark garments by removing the risk of shiny reflections. 
The models with rectangular work surface optimize ironing on blankets, sheets and curtains, while some 
models also have a handy vacuuming, blowing and heated sleeve ironing arm. 
The AS series ironing boards have an adjustable height and a strong boiler base fitted with wheels which, also 
allows to easily store and move the board by vertical folding a minimum space. Their excellent stability is 
obtained thanks to the presence of a wide leg support in which is located a garment collecting support base. 

4c - PROFESSIONAL IRONING TABLES - TS series 

The ironing tables TS series have as standard features a heated work surface with a thermostat for automatic 
temperature control (min. 30°C- max. 90°C) and a powerful vacuuming engine. 
These functions allow to soften the fibers, to reduce the steam condensation and also to hold the fabric still 
for a more comfortable, faster and better quality ironing. 
Some models have a second powerful blowing engine able to create a warm air cushion to revive wool fibers, 
give thickness and softness to light fabrics and treat velvet and dark garments by removing the risk of shiny 
reflections. The models with rectangular work surface optimize ironing on blankets, sheets and curtains, while 
some models also have a handy vacuuming, blowing and heated sleeve ironing arm. The TS series ironing 
tables are created to guarantee a full ironing station kind of comfort. 
They are equipped with: 
1) energy-saving anti-scale steam generator in copper with semi-continuous or automatic refilling; 
2) professional iron with heat shields; 
3) ironing board surface heated with thermostat and motor for vacuuming and blowing. 
They represent the professional solution for small businesses such as laundries, ironing centers and hotels 
even in lack of adequate space: thanks to the wheels and the opportunity to fold them up, moving the table is 
easy and fast and the needed space is minimum. Our first quality ironing tables are the best in the worldwide 
market thanks to the choice of top-quality components and the use of highly performing engines. 

 

 



5a - INDUSTRIAL IRONING TABLES - TP series 

AEOLUS offers a large variety of models and solutions able to meet any working requirement: industrial 
laundries, ironing centers, knitwear factories, clothing industries, and accommodation structures in general. 
The three models of the TP series are equipped with: a heated surface, two powerful engines for air 
vacuuming and/or blowing, an industrial iron, a universal sleeve ironing arm with extension, a basket for linen 
with adjustable height and able to slide horizontally and 2 opposite control groups each one consisting of 3 
platforms. 

5b - INDUSTRIAL IRONING TABLES - TR series 

The TR series (8 models) is characterized by a rectangular working surface available in different sizes with a 
new “open net” steaming system to generate an immediate homogeneous steam jet. On demand, all models 
can be supplied with several accessories, for example a LUX support group, the Steamy steam brush, a 
professional iron and/or a steam gun. Our tables are the best in the international market in terms of 
performance, reliability and maintenance facility, thanks to the choice of top-quality components and the 
unique technological solutions. 

6 - INDUSTRIAL IRONING PRESSES - PS series 

AEOLUS is the best in terms of quality and reliability of its products. The industrial ironing presses of the PS 
series also confirm the best quality-price value in the world. Different models are specifically designed for 
different kinds of working surfaces: (universal, for trousers, for shirt’s neck and cuffs, for the pelvis…) and can 
still be customized in further particular versions, depending on customer’s requests; our customers also can 
adjust the functions of the press (timer and pressure) according to the type of work required. Our ironing 
presses are designed to be connected to a steam source; standard models are fitted with a pneumatic closure 
for the upper surface and hands safety frame (models with manual closing are also available). To optimize 
ironing timing and quality, they have a steam-heated upper surface and a vacuuming lower surface. Even the 
PS presses confirm the ability of AEOLUS Professional Division to listen to customers and meet all their 
specific needs. 

7 - ROLLER IRONERS FOR HOME, PROFESSIONAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL USE - MG series 

AEOLUS sells advanced roller ironers with exceptional features to meet any requirements for ironing flat 
linen. 
From semi-professional models to industrial ones, we find technological solutions that guarantee safe, 
comfortable and quality ironing in time. 
A special anti-corrosion aluminum alloy for the plate, a soft steel wool three-layer coating, an electronic 
control of temperature and the roller rotation allow to keep the ironing surface stable, to mantain the correct 
iron temperature and to reduce considerably energy consumption. The temperature is adjustable in every 
model, according to the kind of use of the equipment and the special coating with NOMEX transpiring sheets 
allows to turn a standard roller ironer in a self-drying equipment. 
To ensure maximum safety for the worker, a special roller-stop pedal, a finger safety rod, an electric safety 
thermostat and the mushroom emergency push button. 

8 - SPOTTING TABLE AND MANUAL BAGGING - TMP and MB 
series 


